The speci cation and derivation of substitution for the de Bruijn representation ofterms is used to illustrate programming with a function-sequence monad. The resulting program is improved by interactive program transformation methods into an e cient implementation that uses primitive machine arithmetic. These transformations illustrate new techniques that assist the discovery of the arithmetic structure of the solution.
Introduction
Substitution is one of many problems in computer science that, once understood in one context, is understood in all contexts. Why, then, must a di erent substitution function be written for every abstract syntax implemented? This paper shows how to de ne substitution once and use the monadic structure of the de nition to instantiate it on di erent abstract syntax structures.
It also shows how to interactively derive an e cient implementation of substitution from this very abstract de nition.
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Formal methods that support reasoning about free algebras from rst principles based on their inductive structure are theoretically attractive because they have simple and expressive theories. However, in practice they often lead to ine cient algorithms because they fail to exploit the \algebras" implemented in computer hardware. This paper examines this problem by giving a systematic program development and then describing a series of (potentially) automatic program transformations that may be used to achieve an e cient implementation.
The particular program development style employed is based on the categorical notion of a monad. This approach to program development has been advocated by Wadler 18, 19] and is strongly in uenced by Moggi's work on semantics 15]. The substitution algorithm for -calculus terms represented with de Bruijn indexes serves as a case study.
The algorithm is mechanically transformed into rst-order equations by previously published techniques. It is then re ned to an equivalent rst-order speci cation using rst-order program transformation techniques. Finally the program is transformed to introduce standard arithmetic and boolean operators, thus achieving an e cient algorithm.
The Case Study: de Bruijn Representation
The de Bruijn representation of terms in the -calculus avoids the problems of bound variable names by using indexes to represent variables 5, 6] . The index assigned to an occurrence of a variable is the number of 's in the abstract syntax tree between the occurrence and the that binds the variable. For example, the term: u. ( v. uv( w. uvw))( z. zu) (1) is represented by:
. ( . 1 0( . 2 1 0))( . 0 1)
This representation is most easily visualized by looking at the tree representing the term, which is given in Figure 1 .
Free variables in -terms are also represented by indexes. The index of a free variable is an index greater than the number of s on the path from the root to its occurrence. Two free variables are equal if, when placed in a context binding them, they would be equal as bound variables. For example, in (2) , when the subterm ( . 2 1 0) is considered out of context, indexes 2 and 1 represent distinct free variables.
The de Bruijn representation has the advantage that -congruent -terms have identical
representations. There is also no need to calculate sets of free and bound variables when performing substitution. Substitution is still not trivial, however, since indexes require adjustment as terms are moved into di erent binding contexts. This paper develops and re nes a substitution algorithm for terms that use the de Bruijn representation.
To illustrate substitution, consider contracting the redex in (1) . This yields u. u( z. zu)( w. u( z. zu)w) ( 3)
The contraction of the redex is expressed in the substitution calculus as:
uv( w. uvw)](v 7 ! z. zu)
The substitution (v 7 ! z. zu) is technically de ned as a function from all variables to terms. It is more formally written as (id j v 7 ! z. zu), that is, as the identity function perturbed at v to yield z. zu. This substitution will be called .
The contracted term (1) is represented by:
. 0 ( . 0 1) ( . 1 ( . 0 2) 0) The coercion of numbers to terms implicit here will become explicit in the programs developed below.
(n + 1) = n
In the algorithm developed below an indexed family of functions is de ned that gives the appropriately \lifted and shifted" substitution function for each binding context. This family will be generated inductively from the substitution . The rst element of the family, 0 , is the substitution . The second substitution in the family, 1 , is obtained from 0 by shifting the domain and lifting all terms in the image. This gives 1 0 = 0, 1 1 = . 0 2 and 1 (n + 2) = (n+1). In this case, these are the only substitutions needed, but in general any number may be required. The key to this development is to calculate this sequence of functions and then use a generic recursion scheme, such as that provided by the map function, that has been specialized to select the function from the family appropriate to the context.
The shifting transformation is easily captured by the approximate recurrence: i+1 0 = 0 and i+1 (n + 1) i n. To make it exact it is necessary to lift i n. This is done by another sequence of functions: f 0 n = n + 1 f 1 0 = 0 f 1 (n + 1) = n + 2 f 2 0 = 0 f 2 1 = 1 f 2 (n + 2) = n + 3
Observe that in the example a single application of f 1 to the body of 1 1 accounts for . 0 1 being lifted to . 0 2. In general the f i are generated by f i+1 0 = 0 and f i+1 (n + 1) = (f i n) + 1. Families of functions may be applied by a map functional that applies the ith member of the family to all indexes in the term in the scope of i s (otherwise map leaves the structure of the term unchanged). Given map, the family of substitution functions, ( 0 ; 1 ; : : :), is generated by the initial substitution, 0 , and the recurrence: i+1 0 = 0 i+1 (n + 1) = map (f 0 ; f 1 ; : : :) ( i n)
The map function can be used again to apply the family of substitution functions, ( 0 ; 1 ; : : :), to a term. This, however, results in terms of terms, since every variable has replaced its index by a term. This is not a problem, however, because the Term type constructor developed below is designed to be a monad; monads have a polymorphic function, mult, which performs the requisite attening.
Monads
A monad is a concept from category theory that has been used to provide structure to semantics 15] and to functional programs 19] 
Terms with binding
The development in Section 1 suggests that the speci cation of the substitution operation will be straightforward in a monadic data type with an appropriate map. The following type declaration extends the naive type above with -abstraction:
Note that even though the de Bruijn representation will use Term(Nat), Term is speci ed to be a parametric type constructor. This provides the structure to support the de nition of The name map with policy refers to the notion of policy function introduced by Kieburtz 12, 11] .
The unit and mult functions automatically generated for Term are:
= Abs(mult t) mult (App(t; t 0 )) = App(mult t; mult t 0 ) These may be lifted to FunSeq by forming the trivial families (unit; unit; : : :) and (mult; mult; : : :).
Simple induction proofs show that they satisfy the monad laws.
With these de nitions in place the complete de nition of substitution is given in Figure 4 . 
Transformation of the map with policy Operator
The rst step is to rewrite the program using the map with policy operator for the type Term( ) as a system of rst-order functions. A partial evaluator can be used to specialize higherorder functions decreasing their order level. For example, consider the particular function 0 in the example in Section 1, and the call apply substitution 0 . A partial evaluator produces a program that does not contain apply substitution in its full generality; it specializes the de nition of apply substitution for the particular constant 0 . This specialization, called apply substitution 0 , does not have a function as an argument, so it is rst-order.
Unfortunately, this technique is insu cient for processing calls of map with policy, which is called twice in the program in Figure 4 . The specialization of map with policy for a particular policy function K and seed function g 0 gives the following function Mwp g:
Mwp g (g; Var(n)) = Var(g(n)) Mwp g (g; Abs(t)) = Abs(Mwp g(K g; t)) Mwp g (g; App(t; t 0 )) = App(Mwp g(g; t); Mwp g(g; t 0 )) The function Mwp g has a function as an argument. But if it is specialized for a particular function g 0 , the partial evaluator has to specialize the internal call Mwp g(K g; t); it loops on this attempt. Fortunately, the partial evaluator is able to detect this circumstance, allowing it to select another technique. The alternative technique translates the higher-order functions into a system of rst-order functions. This standard encoding, which is due to Reynolds 16] , is implemented in a program called Firstify 3] . Let us outline below how it works with the map with policy operator.
1. The rst step constructs a data type that encodes how the higher-order arguments are manipulated and applied. In this case the functions to be encoded are g 0 and K g. For the constant function, g 0 , a constant C is introduced as a summand in the data type Func. The argument K g cannot be encoded by a simple constant value because it contains g as a free variable. Since g is a higher-order parameter, it will already be represented by a value of type Func. Hence the new constructor, F, representing the application of K, must have type Func ! Func. This gives the data type Func, de ned datatype Func = C j F(Func).
The introduction of this type is a rediscovery of the sequence of functions g 0 ; g 1 ; : : : because it encodes each function in the family. The function g 0 is encoded by C, and the function g 3 , for example, is encoded by F(F(F(C))), which is written F 3 . 3. To make sense of the applications of functional parameters in the original programs \application" functions are introduced. Speci cally the function apply g, de ned below, decodes applications of the form dge(n).
apply g(C; n) = g 0 (n) apply g(F(dge); n) = (K n. apply g(dge; n))(n). (5) Note that apply g is a rst-order function because its argument, dge, is an element of the type Func. The de nition of the policy function K is unfolded to get a rst-order expression of apply g(F(dge); n). The de nition of Mwp g 0 can be completed into:
Mwp g 0 (dge; Var(n)) = Var(apply g(dge; n)) Mwp g 0 (dge; Abs(t)) = Abs(Mwp g 0 (F(dge); t)) Mwp g 0 (dge; App(t; t 0 )) = App(Mwp g 0 (dge t); Mwp g 0 (dge; t 0 ))
This encoding is done with respect to a speci c call of map with policy Z g 0 M. In the program in Figure 4 there are two such calls. The new functions corresponding to Mwp g and apply g constitute a rst-order program equivalent to the functions generated by map with policy.
Application to apply substitution
Using the preceding techniques, the function apply substitution is successfully transformed into the rst-order program in Figure 5 . 
Introduction of Indexes
The isomorphism between the automatically generated type Subst and the natural numbers is made explicit by introducing the function iso : Nat ! Subst: fun iso (s(i)) = SUBST(iso (i)) j iso (0) = S0 The functions apply and Mwp are replaced by the new functions (i; n) (for i (n)) and Mwp 0 , respectively. These functions satisfy (i; n) = apply (iso (i); n) and Mwp 0 (i; n) = Mwp (iso (i); n). Using these new equations, the Astre system implements the data type Subst using the data type Nat. New functions to implement the data type Fseq using Nat are also provided to the Astre system which then gives the program in Figure 6 . The program in Figure 6 does not improve the performance of the program in Figure 5 . However, its explicit use of numbers is key to the improvements presented in the next section.
Composition Step
The transformation continues with a simple (automatic) step that replaces the composition of fun Ewp(i; Var(n)) = (i; n) j Ewp(i; Abs(t)) = Abs(Ewp(s(i); t)) j Ewp(i; App(t; t 0 )) = App(Ewp(i; t); Ewp(i; t 0 )) in Ewp(0; M) end (s(i); s(n)) = Mwp(0; (i; n)) (6) Since the equational program is complete with respect to Nat Nat, the computation of any instance of (i; n) results in a ground constructor term. For example, (4; 2) yields: (s(s(s(s(0)))); s(s(0))) ! Rewrites (7) and (8) are unfoldings by equation (6) . Computation of any instance of (i; n) by naturals can begin with unfoldings using (6) 
First Transformation Step
The general strategy of the two transformation steps that follow is to discover arithmetic operations implicit in the recursion structure of programs. The goal of the rst transformation step is to nd the conditional and subtraction from a constructor-based de nition of a binary arithmetic symbol which is a simultaneous iterator like . Such functions follow the following general pattern for simultaneous iterators:
For example, the constructor-based presentation of the function computing the maximum (or the equality) of two natural numbers follows this general pattern. The rst step in this process is a de nition that makes the iteration structure of functions explicit. A function G computes G(6; 2) as '('(G(4; 0))) = ' 2 (h 1 (3)). In the same way, it computes G(3; 7) as ' 3 
It is easy to show that c f 0 =ŝ because f(0; x) = s(x), and thatŝ(k; a) = a + k by induction on k. Therefore d Mwp0(k; Var(n)) = Var( c f 0 (k; n)), which is equivalent to Var(ŝ(k; n)), which can be rewritten Var(n + k). Although this appears to have progressed, it is incomplete because Recall the equations for f: f(0; n) = s(n) (10) f(s(i); 0) = 0 (11) f(s(i); s(n)) = s(f(i; n)) (12) Applying Theorem 2 to (12) yields:
f(k; (s(i); s(n))) = s(f(k; (i; n))).
This suggests attempting a conditional de nition forf. Using equations (10), (11), (12) f(k; (0; s(n))) = s(ŝ(k; n)) = s(n + k) (14) f(k; (s(i); 0)) = 0 (15) f(k; (0; 0)) = k (16) Applying Theorem 1 to (13) gives:f(k; (i + p; n + p)) =ŝ(p;f(k; (i; n))) =f(k; (i; n)) + p.
Applying that to equations (14), (15), (16) Including the transformed form of , which comes from above, produces the program in Figure 8 which does not perform redundant computations for i and f i . The transformation involved in this section has been done manually. However the transformation process is systematic and involves equational reasoning using Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. It shows implicitly how to automatically transform a constructor-based de nition of a simultaneous iterator function of type Nat Nat ! Nat into a more e cient conditional form.
Reuse
Although this paper has focused on the -calculus, the speci cation can be applied to virtually any abstract syntax with a regular binding structure, provided its type can be expressed as a monad and the appropriate de nition of map with policy can be given. Figure 9 illustrates this by showing how the function de ned in Figure 4 can be expressed in a Standard ML functor abstracted on the signature of a monadic abstract syntax. Given this abstract presentation, the substitution algorithm can be specialized to a new abstract syntax simply by Standard ML functor application. For example, the structure encoding the enrichment of -terms with let is given in Figure 10 . In this case, map with policy must apply Z to f when it enters the component in which the bound variable has been introduced. This ability to reuse speci cations is one of the strongest arguments for the adoption of monads as a tool to structure program development.
The transformation of the apply substitution function on the enriched abstract syntax is essentially the same as that presented above. A simple replay mechanism should be su cient to perform the transformation of the enriched program.
Directions
The program development in this paper illustrates several new techniques. It makes the monadic structure in the development of the algorithm explicit. It supports this structure with new program transformation techniques that allow the implicit use of arithmetic to be \rediscovered" formally. It demonstrates the feasibility of integrating tools for monadic program development, which tend to be higher-order, with relatively standard program transformation technology, which is strictly rst-order. We also wish to thank the referees for their constructive and insightful remarks. Note that these calculi represents substitution as functions from terms to terms, hence we use the natural extension of 0 rather than 0 itself. To prove the correctness of the substitution algorithm, it su ces to prove that apply substitution 0 M computes M mult (map 0 )].
In the proof, three equivalence relations will be used: the symbol = will be used for the equivalence of ML expressions, the symbol $ will be used for equivalence in the calculus of explicit substitutions, and the symbol will be used for a semantic equivalence relating them. This semantic equivalence is generated by identity of results of computations and by substitution of equals for equals.
Thus, we must show that: mult ( On the other hand, mult (map ( 0 ; shift 0 ; shift 2 0 : : :) (V ar n)) = mult (V ar( 0 n)) by de nition of map = 0 n by de nition of mult
